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Abstract. We report on the application of a neural network based approach to the problem of automatically categorizing texts according to
their proﬁciency levels and suitability for learners of Portuguese as a
second language. We resort to a particular deep learning architecture,
namely Transformers, as we ﬁne-tune GPT-2 and RoBERTa on data
sets labeled with respect to the standard CEFR proﬁciency levels, that
were provided by Camões IC, the Portuguese oﬃcial language institute.
Despite the reduced size of the data sets available, we found that the
resulting models overperform previous carefully crafted feature based
counterparts in most evaluation scenarios, thus oﬀering a new state-ofthe-art for this task in what concerns the Portuguese language.
Keywords: Readability classiﬁcation · Language proﬁciency
networks · Deep learning · Portuguese
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Introduction

Learning and teaching an idiom as a second language is a challenge for students
and teachers. While the former struggle with the acquisition of a new language,
the latter have, among other things, to gather and create study materials that
eﬃciently support the acquisition of that new cognitive skill.
Automatic Text Diﬃculty Classiﬁcation, also known as Readability Assessment, can ease the work for both students and teachers as it helps to determine
the level of diﬃculty of a text, since learning from a text that is too easy renders
few beneﬁts, and learning from a text that is to hard may frustrate the students.
Despite the usefulness of these systems for any language, most research and
data is in and for English—as it is common in the ﬁeld of Natural Language
Processing (NLP)—leaving most languages unsupported.
With the scarcity of data for the vast majority of languages, the development
of language tools for the extraction of features used on the creation of a classiﬁers
for text diﬃculty level becomes an even greater challenge.
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The work presented in this paper focuses on the classiﬁcation of proﬁciency
levels of Portuguese texts, a language with considerably few resources labelled
according to the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) [19] levels, as this is the categorization used by the Portuguese oﬃcial
language agency Camões IP1 in its teaching and certiﬁcation activities. The
CEFR levels classify text diﬃculty into six reference levels of increasing proﬁciency and diﬃculty, viz. A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, and is widely accepted as the
European standard for grading language proﬁciency.
Like in almost any other NLP task, automatic text classiﬁcation has recently
seen a boost in performance with the introduction of the neural network, deep
learning architecture known as Transformer [44], more precisely through the use
of gigantic deep language models that make use of this architecture and are
pre-trained on very large data sets of raw text.
This unsupervised pre-training step helps the model to learn an inner representation of the language and is used to complement and alleviate the very
short volume of labelled data sets that are speciﬁc for any given task, and are
used for the subsequent ﬁne-tuning of the model.
The research question of the present paper aims to answer is: while using Portuguese as an example and case study of a low-resourced language with respect
to labelled data sets for language proﬁciency, can the new transformer based
language models be shown to support a solution that over-performs the state of
the art provided by feature based models for proﬁciency level classiﬁcation on
low-resource scenarios?
A positive answer to this question can beneﬁt the low resourced languages,
which are the vast majority, with few resources and that are not technologically
prepared to have the tools that are required for the extraction of features for
text diﬃculty classiﬁcation.
We ﬁnd that the GPT-2 [29] and RoBERTa [25] language models support
very competitive scores in comparison to a feature based classiﬁer, with GPT-2
surpassing the feature based approach and setting a new state-of-the-art performance for the Portuguese language.
Another major outcome of the research reported in this paper is the resulting
classiﬁer, which we make available as the online tool LX-Proﬁciency to support
students of Portuguese as well as anyone interested.2
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the
relevant previous work; Sect. 3 introduces the corpora used throughout our experiments; Sect. 4 summarizes the Transformer architecture and the language models used; Sect. 5 describes the implementation of the feature-based model as well
as the deep language models; Sect. 6 presents and discusses the results obtained.
Finally, Sect. 7 closes this document with concluding remarks.
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https://www.instituto-camoes.pt/.
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Related Work

Readability assessment has a long tradition of research on a wide range of diﬀerent readability indexes (cf. overviews in [13,18]). Recently, text diﬃculty classiﬁcation or readability assessment has been addressed in tasks such as automatic
proﬁciency level classiﬁcation. This task aims to classify excerpts of texts in
accordance to a given range of proﬁciency levels (typically as set up in CEFR).
In addition to unsupervised readability indexes, most of the recent work has
resorted to a wide range of features to train machine learning classiﬁers: countbased, lexical, morphological, syntactic, and semantic [24,28].
In spite of the scarceness of data, within the paradigm of readability indexes
and machine learning classiﬁers, a few languages have been addressed: Chinese
[41], Dutch [42], Estonian [43], French [22], German [23], Italian [21,37], Russian
[30] and Swedish [34], among others.
The authors of [26] study the impact of neural networks in this task and
achieve some success using BERT [17], HAN [47], and a Bi-LSTM [38] with accuracy scores ranging from 78.72% to 85.73% on three English datasets. Despite
this success, they obtain good performance only for the English language, and
the same type of models underperform when training on Slovenian with a smaller
data set (52.77% accuracy).
Readability assessment in the Portuguese language is a research domain
still largely untapped. However, it is worth mentioning the closely related work
reported in [1], on a wide experimental space for Portuguese readability assessment for text simpliﬁcation; in [31], on the task of automatic scoring texts produced by learners of Portuguese as a second language; and in [36], on measuring
the impact of readability features to detect fake news.
Regarding the published research speciﬁcally on text diﬃculty assessment
in Portuguese, it was reported in three papers by two teams, namely [8,9,16],
which classify texts into CEFR levels and use corpora from Camões IP.
The ﬁrst paper [9] makes use of a corpus with 114 labelled excerpts and
four unsupervised metrics in order to classify the texts. The metrics are: the
Flesch Reading Ease index [20] (27.03% accuracy); the lexical category density
in the proportion of nouns (22.97% accuracy); the average word length in the
number of syllables per word (29.73% accuracy); and the average sentence length
in the number of words per sentence (19.09% accuracy). Their purpose was
the creation of a tool to help language learners and teachers of Portuguese to
assess the level of a text. Accordingly, they don’t merge the features that were
extracted—which could help obtain a higher performance score—as it could blur
the interpretability of the tool by its users.
The second paper [8] includes a re-evaluation by human experts of the tool
presented in the ﬁrst paper.
Finally, the third paper [16] makes uses of a second corpus that was double
in size, with 237 labelled excerpts (including the 114 excerpts used in the ﬁrst
two papers), and focused on extracting 52 features from the text to experiment
with various machine learning models, which deliver the best performance by
resorting to LogitBoost (75.11% accuracy).
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Table 1. Example of the Portuguese corpus

3

A Célia tem 15 anos e é verdadeiramente uma pessoa da era digital.
Gosta muito de informática e de novas tecnologias, mas também de
viagens

A1

O Ballet Clássico alia o movimento dançado ao sentido de
musicalidade, inspirando-se no universo das danças populares e
palacianas

B2

Corpus

In its certiﬁcation activities, Camões IP is responsible for running language
exams on Portuguese as a second language worldwide, and thus assessing the
correct diﬃculty level of the text excerpts for each exam is crucial.
The corpus used in the present paper was provided by Camões IP. It has 500
excerpts of Portuguese news, books and articles (including the data sets used
by the three previous papers mentioned above), which are labelled with one of
ﬁve CEFR levels, namely A1 (beginner), A2 (elementary), B1 (intermediate),
B2 (upper intermediate), and C (advanced and proﬁcient).
Table 1 showcases sentences from two excerpts in this corpus, separated by
three levels of diﬃculty. We can observe that to correctly classify them, one
as to take into account various factors such as sentence length or the type of
vocabulary.
While this 500 texts corpus is pretty small for deep learning standards, it
represents a great improvement over data sets available for previous work, doubling the 237 texts previously available to [16] and almost quintupling the 114
texts available to [8,9].
Table 2 contains the global statistics for the corpora used in this work, and
Table 3 discriminates the proportion of excerpts in each class.
In order to allow for comparison to previous work, the data used was divided
into 5 subsets: (i) a set that encompasses all the 500 texts that are available,
termed c500 for ease of reference; (ii) a balanced set where every class has 45 texts
randomly selected inside each class—capped by the size of the smallest class, B2,
in c500—making a total of 225 texts, termed c225bal for ease of reference; (iii) a
set that approximates the corpus of [8,9] with 114 texts, termed c114; (iv) a set
with 88 texts from [8,9] consisting of a re-annotated version of subset of c114 with
some texts removed due to insuﬃcient agreement between annotators, termed
c88r; and ﬁnally (v) a set that approximates the corpus used in [16] with 237
texts, which contains c114, termed c237 for ease of reference;
In Table 2, we can see that the number of sentences in each corpus closely
follows the trend of number of excerpt/texts with the exception being c225bal
with more sentences than c237 that has more texts.
The c225bal corpus is also the corpus with highest average of tokens and
sentences per excerpt showcasing that each excerpts are in average here larger
than in any other corpus.
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Table 2. Corpora statistics
Corpus Excerpts Tokens Av. tokens/excerpts

Sentences Av. sentences/excerpts

c500

500

89,749

179.50

5,647

11.29

c225bal 225

49,734

221.04

2,999

13.33

c237

237

37,592

158.62

2,122

8.95

c114

114

12,875

112.94

677

5.94

c88r

88

10,793

122.65

588

6.68

Table 3. Class distribution
Corpus A1
Num. Per.
c500

A2
Num. Per.

B1
Num. Per.

B2
Num. Per.

C
Num. Per.

80

16%

135

27%

184

36.8% 45

9%

56

11.2%

c225bal 45

20%

45

20%

45

20%

45

20%

45

20%

c237

29

12.2% 39

16.5% 136

57.4% 14

5.9%

19

8%

c114

11

9.6%

9.6%

63.2% 8

7%

12

10.5%

c88r

30

34.1% 17

26%

12.5% 7

11

72

19.3% 23

11

8%

Table 3 help also to show how imbalanced c114 and c237 are, with the class
with the highest percentage B1 having 63.2% and 57.4% of all texts, respectively,
and the class with lowest percentage having as little as 7% and 5.9%, respectively
The last line of Table 3 presents the distribution of c88r. Given this corpus
is a re-annotated version of a subset of c114, we can see that many of the texts
previously classiﬁed as B1 in c114 have here a diﬀerent label, with every other
class growing in size with the exception of C. This can negatively aﬀect a model
trained with c114 that despite being able to achieve a good performance score,
in reality the model is adjusted to data that is wrongly labeled and has a big
bias towards one class. This same issue might be prevalent in c237, and it it only
somewhat mitigated in c225bal, due to the balance of every class, and in c500,
as its size may help mitigate the wrong classiﬁcation.

4

Transformer Models

The introduction of the deep learning architecture Transformer [44] has produced
a revolution in the ﬁeld of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Where previously sets of rules, features, and various machine learning models were used, they
have been successfully replaced with a variant of the Transformer architecture.
These Transformer variants are machine learning algorithms that obtain
state-of-art performance on a wide range of Natural Language Understanding
and Generation tasks. They are neural network algorithms that encapsulate a
tokenizer, contextual embeddings and a task-speciﬁc prediction algorithm.
Typically the deep learning pipeline consists of string tokenization, converting raw text to a sparse index encoding, followed by a transformation to sparse
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indices resorting to several neural network layers (representing a contextual
embedding), and ﬁnally, a head layer outputs to a task-speciﬁc prediction (e.g.
language modeling, sequence classiﬁcation, question answering or conditional
generation among others).
In terms of architecture, the Transformer [44] extrapolates the idea underlying the Attention Mechanism [2] and creates a sequence-to-sequence encoderdecoder model that relies almost only on Attention layers, creating a model that
is both better and faster at dealing with language processing tasks than the
previous Recurrent Deep Networks.
In this work we use two Transformer based models, namely the GPT-2 [29]
model and the RoBERTa [25] model. The tokenizers from both models rely
on a statistical analysis from the training corpus using subwords units. More
speciﬁcally, they use a byte-level Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) vocabulary [39].
4.1

GPT-2

The GPT-2 is an autoregressive neural network that makes use of the decoder
side of the Transformer model and its training objective is to decode the next
token (word or piece of word) in a sentence.
More precisely, given an input sequence x1:n−1 , it learns by predicting the
next word:
(1)
x1:n−1 ⇒ xn
Internally the model uses a mask-mechanism to make sure the predictions
for the target token n only use the inputs from x1 to xn−1 but not the future
tokens, which means that for the prediction of each token the model only has
access to the tokens on the left of the target token. This means that the model is
pre-trained on raw texts only, with no need for human-labeled data. While the
model thrives on generation tasks, it can be used to extract features that can be
used on various downstream tasks.
During ﬁne-tuning, a classiﬁcation head is added to the top of the model.
The head performs a sequence classiﬁcation for each input sequence x1:N and
gives a possible output y from a class set C:
outputs

x1:N −−−−−→ y ∈ C

(2)

We implemented the GPT-2 classiﬁcation model resorting to the open-source
library Transformers [46], with a 12 layers and 12 attention-heads model architecture, totaling 124M parameters, and initializing the model with a model ﬁnetuned from English to Portuguese.3
4.2

RoBERTa

Like GPT-2, the RoBERTa model makes use of part of the Transformer model,
only this time it is the encoder side on the Transformer that is used. The
3

https://huggingface.co/pierreguillou/gpt2-small-portuguese.
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RoBERTa model is an improvement upon the BERT model [17] as it does not
use the NSP (Next Sentence Prediction) training objective, and uses more data,
longer sequences, and a bigger batch size than the original BERT model.
RoBERTa has the train objective named MLM (Masked Language Model),
where a word at random is masked in the sentence and the model is asked to
predict what was the word that was masked. In particular, this model receives
an input token sequence x1:N and trains the model by predicting a masked word
xn that was swapped at random by a mask token (e.g., <MASK>):
x1:N \n ⇒ xn

(3)

Internally, the model has access to every word on the left and on the right
of the masked word, creating a stronger context than in the GPT-2 model (only
words to the left) to predict the word. Just like GPT-2 during ﬁne-tuning, a
classiﬁcation head is added to the top of the model (see Eq. 2).
Since hugging face has no pre-trained RoBERTa model in Portuguese, we
trained a new RoBERTa model with 6 layers and 12 attention-heads, totaling
68M parameters, on 10 million Portuguese sentences and 10 million English
sentences from the Oscar corpus.4

5

Implementation

In order to compare with previous work, we re-implemented the classiﬁer from
[16], having gathered information from this paper, which is based on the dissertation [15], from one of the authors, and from the tool’s website5 .
We trained the classiﬁer using 10-cross fold validation, used the same features,
and the same classiﬁer LogitBoost.6 The paper does not indicate the parameters
used, so we used the default parameters. With the average of 3 runs, we found
a performance score (74.12%) that is in line with the score (75.11%) reported
in the reproduced paper [16], both presented in the Table 4. The diﬀerence of
0.99% in accuracy makes us conﬁdent that both the reproduced classiﬁer and
reproduced corpus are close to the ones in the original paper.
As mentioned above, in this work we make use of the GPT-2 and RoBERTa
models for classifying Portuguese text into one of the ﬁve CEFR proﬁciency
levels. We ﬁne-tuned both models on the ﬁve corpora, with both models using a
batch size of 1; 5 epochs for the c88r and c225bal, 10 epochs for c114, c237 and
c500; and using a learning rate of 2e − 5 for GPT-2 and 1e − 5 for RoBERTa.
We trained/ﬁne-tuned each model using 10-fold cross validation. While this
method is not usual for neural networks, mainly because it is very time consuming, we used it in order to allow for comparison with the scores obtained in
previous work. Every model is trained three times and the performance scores
reported are an average of these three runs.
4
5
6

https://oscar-corpus.com/.
https://string.hlt.inesc-id.pt/demo/classiﬁcation.pl.
https://logitboost.readthedocs.io/.
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Table 4. Performance (accuracy)
Model

c114

c88r

c237

c500

c225bal

Unsupervised indexes [9]

21.82%

29.73%

-

-

-

-

75.11%

-

-

68,60%

59,70%

Feature-based LogitBoost [16] -

6

Our LogitBoost reproduction

86,84% 48,86%

74,12%

GPT-2

84,21%

55,68%

76,23% 75,62% 65,48%

RoBERTa

85,32%

57,83% 75,45%

72,50%

63,19%

Evaluation and Discussion

While accuracy allows for a quick and intuitive grasp of the performance, in
scenarios like ours where classes are severely unbalanced, other metrics can be
more sensible. Hence, we complement accuracy with macro-averaged f1 score
and quadratic weighted kappa as in both these metrics all classes contribute
equally regardless of how often they appear in the test set. Table 5 presents the
performance scores for LogitBoost, GPT-2 and RoBERTa.
The absolute highest performance score (86.84%) is obtained for the c114
corpus using LogitBoost. While one might consider that this model trained with
this corpus is the best performing model, a case can be made that in reality the
high imbalance of the corpus, mainly in the B1 class, creates a heavily biased
model that will performs poorly in a real world scenario. The same argument
can be provided for c237. Like c114, this data set is also heavily imbalanced.
The most simplistic baseline model that always answered with the majority
class (B1) would already achieve as much as 57.4% and 63.2% accuracy with
c237 ans c114 respectively (cf. Table 3). Despite this, the c237 corpus is our
comparison gateway to the work of [16] (scoring 75.11%), and both the GPT-2
(with 76.23%) and RoBERTa (75.45%) models achieve higher accuracy than it,
with the GPT-2 model even beating the other models for c237 in all the three
evaluation metrics (Table 5).
The corpus supporting the worst performance scores is c88r, which is not
surprising due to its reduced size. Here no model has a clear advantage over
the others, with each model being better than the other two in one of the three
metrics. Both c88r and c114 are the gateway to comparison with [8,9], which
are outperformed by the other models, mainly due to the unsupervised indexes
and the rudimentary algorithm used, viz. linear regression.
Finally, the novel data sets presented in this work c500 and c225bal support
their best performance with GPT-2, and both appear as strong candidates for a
real world application.
Given its the largest balanced corpus, with all classes with equal size, the
latter presents itself as a fairer model for all classes. Accordingly, it can be seen
as providing the best sensible scores to compare the performance of the various
models—with GPT-2 outperforming the other models—and thus the reference
scores for this task for the Portuguese language given the labelled data available
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Table 5. Performance (accuracy, macro-f1, quadratic weight kappa)
Model

c114
acc

f1

qwk

c88r
acc

f1

qwk

LogitBoost 86,84 0,737 0,898 48,86

0,429 0,720

GPT-2

84,21

0,675

0,793

55,68

0,348

RoBERTa

85,32

0,615

0,792

57,83 0,322

c237
acc

f1

qwk

c500
acc

f1

qwk

c225bal
acc
f1

qwk

74,12

0,553

0,735

68,60

0,643

0,791

59,70

0,809

0,595

0,736 76,23 0,556 0,760 75,62 0,689 0,859 65,48 0,649 0,879
0,691

75,45

0,510

0,709

72,50

0,589

0,826

63,19

0,562

0,848

at present. In turn, due to its larger size, the former has also an interesting
advantage as it has seen and learned from a wider range of examples and may
more closely represent the distribution of data in the real world. Here again,
GPT-2 is by far the best performing model, in all evaluation metrics.

7

Conclusion

The results reported in this paper show that, despite the very small dimension
of the labeled data available and the known need of neural methods for large
data sets, the neural-based transformer based language models are capable of
performing on par with non neural models trained on features in the task of
text diﬃculty classiﬁcation, even achieving state-of-the-art performance for the
Portuguese language. These results thus demonstrate that good performance
on the task can be achieved if one has a small corpus, and can thus dispense
with auxiliary language tools for feature extraction needed by non neural learning approaches previously used. This comes as good news for under-resourced
languages that do not have the language resources and tools needed for the
extraction of the relevant features.
Moreover, we oﬀer access to the GPT-2 model trained with the c500 corpus,
as we deem it as the model that more likely follows closely the distribution of
classes in the real usage scenario of the students of Portuguese as second language
applying to certiﬁcation from Camões IP. It underlies the online service LXProﬁciency,7 which can be freely accessed online from the PORTULAN CLARIN
Research Infrastructure for the Science and Technology of Language8 .
For future work we would like to study the impact of knowledge transfer from
other languages that have more resources (e.g. English), as well as methods to
synthetically increase the size of the training set.
Acknowledgements. The work leading to the research results reported in this paper
were mostly supported by Camões I.P. Instituto da Cooperação e da Lı́ngua. It was
also partially supported by PORTULAN CLARIN Research Infrastructure for the Science and Technology of Language, funded by Lisboa 2020, Alentejo 2020 and FCT—
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